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Toucan
Johnny Scarlotti
i drive off road
until i come across a flat wasteland
hundred degrees in AZ
no water
on E
no phone
there's no going back
i smile
this'll do
no humans in sight
might take a while to find me
which is alright
i imagine myself in a couple of months
being a dried out husk
maybe some vultures will pick me to the bones
i finger the barrel of my gun
then i see a bird in the distance
a big colorful bird
what the fuck is that
I aim my gun at it
i look through the scope
i think it's a toucan
what the fuck is a toucan doing in Arizona
it sees me
and starts flying towards me
it must have escaped captivity
maybe a zoo
maybe a person's house
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it's making distressed croaking sounds
it flies down to me and sits on my shoulder
it's all fucked up looking
like me
it rubs its beak on my cheek
i pet it
it cries
i cry
it's OK
i'll help you big guy
it's alright i'll help you

bang
bang
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What Happened to You?
Jon Bennett
I’m pretty desperate
so when she calls
I say OK and go to Pinole
because she was hot ten years ago
and not entirely insane.
“I’ve been arrested
12 times,” she says at the bar
and then calls the police
to ask them if I can park overnight
in a tow zone
because I’m drunk.
Her spine has gone crooked,
she’s partially bald, and
she claws at my chest
when I try to leave.
I get home, shaken,
thanking God I’m not her
as I look in the mirror,
but then I wonder
if she’s
thinking the same thing.
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you could be ted bundy
Ben Newell
I'm outside the bar,
trying to summon a cab
with my device,
but the cabbie says
he's not in the area,
so I click off
and, fairly drunk, approach
a pair of college girls
sitting on the
curb—
“I'll give you forty dollars
if you give me a ride home.”
They laugh
and one of them
says, “I thought you were going
to pay us to make out.”
“That's not a bad idea,”
I say.
They ultimately
decline: “You look like a nice guy
but for all we know
you could be Ted Bundy.”
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And they're right;
I could be Ted Bundy,
perhaps I'm a late bloomer—
Walking away
without sharing my obsession
with all things Ted,
that I've read every book
worth reading,
studied the man and
his crimes,
know the story up
and down and am
actually somewhat
of an authority.
Hell, I even write poems
about Ted,
some of which have been
published in small underground
zines.
No,
I don't say a word about
any of this
before moseying off
to call a different cab,
feeling less like Ted
than ever,
disgusted by my utter lack
of charm and charisma.
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He wouldn't have taken no
for an answer,
not in this parking lot
and certainly not later
when he removed his
mask.
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Trojan Horse
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
A blonde is wheeled up to my door
and I am too drunk
to turn her away.
She is beautifully constructed
and her legs seem to carry on
forever.
I bring her inside
and admire her
as I sing and dance
and toast my good fortune.
All is well
and I think she likes me,
when
suddenly,
two battalions of pointy-fingered feminists
a legion of angry lesbians
a four-star father
three divisions of divorce lawyers
and a squadron of jealous ex boyfriends
all jump out
and hack my drunk ass
to pieces.
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Big Shot
Ben John Smith
I spent 5 years
submitting
to every petty poetry rag
under the sun
Every online
wank fest you could
imagine
I groveled,
Sucked dick
for mic time,
Read to rooms
with an audience
of two
(Them two people
were other feature poets
waiting to read their shit)
I begged my friends to come
to my shows
I self published
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I rotted my
bones with
a desperate
ink.
Then
After a few good years
being published
interviewed
and
getting paid
People
started to hassle me
for poems
And now I have nothing
to fuel me
No poems
No drive
No hunger
Nothing to write about
I'm a father
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I'm no longer drinking
myself to death.
Haven't been put into
a mad house
No black eyes
or a gaunt jaw
No gritted teeth.
Just bad poems
(Like this one)
And the good life.
The trade has been fair
But
I do miss the
way desperation felt
When I was looking for
it from strangers
And not the people
that I love.
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When the Dick Died Inside
Rebecca Gransden
I think I went
too far this time
when I said I’d flay you
and use your skin against mine.
Maybe you thought
it was to be close
but I see it
as funny.
I’ll wear you inside out
and your dick up me
until it putrefies
and I die of
blood poisoning.
Suicide by dick
just to show your
irrelevance.
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Lights & Sirens
Benjamin Blake
Roadside surgery
Performed in back rooms of low-lit bars
I came so close to bleeding out
That I made my peace with God
Then renounced His very name
Some things are just not worth it
Patched up and back behind the wheel
A quart of brandy my old-time remedy
For the shivers and shakes
That set in with alarming regularity
These old bones won’t rattle forever
I closed my eyes as I drove through her town
I couldn’t bear to take it in
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Rooster
Jon Bennett
The man evicted
from The Crosby Hotel
sits on the curb
surrounded by drug addicts
but with the patience
of a Buddhist neophyte
waiting for the gates to open
However, every morning at 5am
he explodes,
“I know it was you, Jennifer!”
he screams,
“Mail fraud, Jennifer!
Where are the checks, Jennifer!”
No one knows
who Jennifer is
but we’re all rooting for her
not him
with his crates of books
and crazy eyes
waking us
from our dreams.
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Sometimes I Like Roleplay
Chelsea Oliver
I’ll be your slutty student,
your damsel in distress,
the cheerleader to your football star,
even a dominatrix.
But don’t you dare,
make me call you
Daddy.
He’s the reason I crave sex.
The reason I despise it.
The reason I hate the word,
Daddy.
After he came into my room,
I had no chance.
He sat down beside me,
pretending to watch me sleep.
In case mom walked by.
But he slipped a finger in me
and covered my mouth
with my teddy bear.
My eyes shot open.
I knew this was wrong
but at thirteen
the hormones had kicked in
and I did as he said.
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Moan.
Arch your back.
Bite your lip.
I did it all.
I pretended he was my history teacher.
He has hot and young.
He was not my daddy.
Shut the door.
Remove your clothes.
Lay back down.
Don’t tell your mother.
He always kept a finger inside me.
I moaned – like he asked.
As he rubbed my stomach,
squeezed my growing breasts
and finally kneeled over my naked body
he looked me square in the eye.
Then told me he knew what I did
with the neighbor boy
and demanded I show him
what I had to offer.
He threw my legs back.
My toes hit the headboard,
revealing all of my young, bare pussy
and he shoved all of himself inside of me.
The cock that created me,
was now in me.
The hands that once held me,
pushed my thighs against the mattress.
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I couldn’t hide that I was wet,
pretending he was someone else
and gasping for breath between pounds.
I shut my eyes tightly.
He forced me to open them.
To stare at him
as he pumped himself in and out
and his speed
made my boobs bounce
faster and faster.
He told me to moan for him
as he went deeper.
Mmhmm, Daddy.
Oh yeah, Daddy.
Harder, Daddy, harder.
Daddy.
Daddy.
Daddy!
STOP!!!
Please treat me like the sexy nurse
to your patient.
The dumb secretary
to your boss.
Even the victim
to your rapist.
Just never,
ever
make me call you
Daddy.
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What a Day
Johnny Scarlotti
after we got drunk
and after we fucked
some dribbled out of her butt
to the bathroom floor
and she slipped
on the jizz
and hit her head and
got knocked out
and like a good boyfriend
I carried her to the bed tucked her in
and let her sleep it off
she wakes up
in the middle of the night
and I ask how she’s feeling
she starts screaming
“WHO THE FUCK ARE YOU?”
and I try to calm her down but
she pulls a can of mace
from her purse
and sprays my face
and the dog is barking
and biting my ankles
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she runs out of the house
screaming
“CALL THE POLICE
HELP
THERE’S A RAPER IN MY HOUSE”
I can hear neighbors opening their doors
and a commotion
dragging the dog by my ankle
I try to follow her outside
to explain the situation to everyone
and a neighbor has a shotgun
pointed at my chest
so I go back inside
and then the cops come
kicking down the door
I’m standing with my hands in the air
“GETDOWNGETDOWNGETDOWN”
before I can register what they’re saying
I get tased, three times
and her dog fried to death
but I’m alright
she remembers who I am now
what a day
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Thoughts and Prayers
Leah Mueller
My stepfather got a postcard
from the 700 Club
a month after his suicide.
The televangelist urged everyone
to call a toll-free number
for prayer healing and
a free “Jesus First” pin.
He claimed to have a powerful
and intricate communication system:
gunmetal cables, shooting prayers
towards the almighty at speeds
faster than sound or light.
My stepfather lived in rural Illinois,
a place where prayer was
common as pie. He drove twenty miles
to buy beer in the next county, free
from the Church’s vigilant eye:
drank his liver to flames,
body slumped against the couch.
His strap always near, ready
for punishment. The beating
worse if you flinched.
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My stepfather didn’t believe
in guns. He chose fire instead,
a dress rehearsal for the Afterlife.
One morning at sunrise, he
doused himself with lighter fluid,
lit the match. His hair burst
into flames. The twilight sky
radiated with furious burning.
My stepfather got a postcard
from the 700 Club
a month after his suicide
and his widow turned it over
and over in her hands, wondered
where the hell the pin was.
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In Our 20’s, A Drunken Early Evening
John D. Robinson
I would guess that
she had her reasons
for her actions;
the heavy glass
ashtray thrown in
the semi-darkness
was a quality throw
and opened up a
deep gash across the
bridge of my nose;
I picked up the
nearest object,
a cauliflower,
and threw it towards
the screaming and
missed the target
miserably and I felt
the warm blood
streaming onto my lips
and down my chin
and I began laughing
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she moved and
switched on a light
and began crying and
apologising as she
looked at my face and
then behind her at the
shattered cauliflower
upon the floor and
then she knelt down
and embraced me,
kissing my bloodied
face, diluting the
red with her tears.
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Untitled
Gary D. Morton
Look me in the eye and tell me that you are
truly happy,
Try not to smirk, as you say it under your breath:
Try to convince yourself that you are
genuinely content.
You are the lonely echo in a cancer ward,
hairpiece jauntily askew.
Sing yourself to sleep in the showroom,
lullabies of rampant presence,
Pretend that you are fulfilled,
amongst the cardboard boxes of dust,
Nap inside the oven, take your toaster for a swim,
Indiscriminately fuck plugsockets with a fork,
Crawl on your knees to a hollow martyr,
screech at your savings account.
Scrape out the inside of your eyeball
with a toothbrush,
Scoop out the congealed goodness
inside your liver and spread it
on wholemeal toast.
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We all know that you are never as good as
your playacting,
As you dissolve the decaying sphincter
of a disabled hobbyhorse,
Stir the remains into your morning coffee
as you set fire to an orphanage,
Try to quell whispers of axes, grindstones
and brakefluid.
Push a lightbulb down your throat to see
if it helps you wake up,
Join the bulimics, masturbating marionettes
on a stagecoach,
Take another fucking pill, and another one
until you can’t taste the sun,
Look at me in the eye and tell me that you are
happy,
you lying,
caramel flavoured
cunt.
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sometimes these things write themselves
J.J. Campbell
i was coming
home from the
store today
i drove past
a cemetery
and there
was a funeral
going on
i noticed the
song playing
on the radio
was another
one bites the
dust by queen
i laughed and
reached for pen
and paper
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Argonaut’s Agony
Mike Zone
naked hydras
melting sexes
slithering form unicorn skin
husk is what you’ve got
full of radioactive gum drops
he-she chants in ironic devotion
semblance of the humane
in the realm of species splendor
mythos point
Saturn’s rings jumbled
in the trench of Hades' rainbow
Neptune washes
none of it away
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new girl
Johnny Scarlotti
i get down on my hands and knees
and start licking her
then sucking on her clit
she moans
and grabs my hair
and says yeah
and i keep sucking
and it feels like her clit is growing
it's like an inch long now
and i'm sucking
and she's pulling my hair
and pushing me into her and thrusting
and it's 2 inches and getting real stiff
now it's 3 inches
what the fuck is going on
it's like 4 inches now
and i'm gagging
and she's saying fuck yeah bitch
fuck yeah
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and she's saying
i'm about to cum
and i'm choking
and she's saying
almost there don't stop
and then i can feel it warm
shooting down my throat
and i open my eyes
and i'm crying and spitting and gasping
and she's saying
yeah bitch
and i'm like what the fuck was that
and she says
what?
and i say
are you a dude?
and she says
yeah
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Last Memory of Dad
Keith Rawson
He said,
“Just make it easy on yourself.”
I said,
“I can’t”
He said,
“Look, you’re not getting any more money out of me
while I’m still alive.
So use the pillow and squeeze,
then the inheritance is yours.”
I said,
blink, blink
Eyes open, eyes closed,
and squeezed.
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That Damn Heartless Bitch
Scott Simmons
“Show me that you can steal my heart”
She told me in a soft delicate voice.
So I did just that.
I cut out it out, grilled it, and I ate it.
Although to be honest the texture was rubbery
And the taste was frankly subpar at best.
Did I really kill her?
Fuck Yes I did!
Am I really guilty though?
Nope!
She really should have been far more clear
on her instructions.
Oh well women can’t live with them
can’t live without them.
Then again I suppose she didn’t live with me
too long.
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Running Joke
Casey Renee Kiser
The day I split,
the audience didn't notice.
I've mastered becoming invisible.
I crouched way down
into a cobwebbed corner of my mind.
I pictured her face and
I fucking did it. I split
in two.
We can still picture her face
if we try real hard
but it doesn't make us sad or anxious anymore.
We just let the laugh track play.
It gets louder. And louder
and she runs faster because she's not sure
what the fuck's in
my hand.
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Another Poem for Dani
Benjamin Blake
You’ve been married
For a about half a year now
And no closer to happiness
Even the comfort the bottle brings
Is thwarted by the Mormonic dogma
That runs so rampant in your home state
I would have shared your birthday and your bed
Woken you with coffee and little kisses upon the
cheek
California was always an option
You always had other options
So now you lay tortured
In your picket-fence purgatory
Sick to the skinny stomach
That will likely soon swell and distend
With the inaugural child
Which will further drain the life
From your chapped teat
And maybe I sit here
With only bitter chords for company
But I have my relative integrity
And you’ll never read this anyway
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This Time
Martin Appleby
I used to have a recurring dream
about you
every night
and it was always the same –
we were back together
and happy
and every morning
I would wake up
alone
and my heart would break all over again
but every night
I would convince myself
that this time
this time
this time
it was real
One time my best friend
was there too
and he told me
not to worry
because this time
this time
this time
it wasn’t a dream and
I got him to pinch me
to make sure
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Finally!
This time
this time
this time
I was awake
and it was real
But of course it wasn’t
and I woke up
alone
and crying
and now years have passed
and the dreams have stopped
but I have resented my best friend
a little bit
for lying
ever since
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Fetish
Craig Podmore
She wants to kill god when she cums.
Broken bottles on her breasts,
Fucking Guevara in her dreams.
She’d open her own crotch for the atom bomb.
Give me the statistics of the latest massacre
So I can cut myself to it.
I read to her excerpts of the morgue report
Regarding the deaths of Goebbels’ children
So she can fantasise about their laments
whilst orgasm.
Pictures of holocaust stapled to her vulva,
Bile stained, bible pages in the toilet –
The derogatory is obtained.
Personally I’d like to fuck Eve and make her purge
An apology for the fall of man
but congratulate her too,
For the ruins of god’s
insipid plan.
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Hitting Home
John D. Robinson
The wine is hitting home
and it’s a good place to be
right now
at home with a couple of
bottles of diablo’s
chardonnay and the poems
offering themselves up
like cheap whores or
fallen angels taunting
and teasing like a 1950’s
censored Elvis:
the wine is hitting home
as millions of strangers
around me starve and
fall victim to oppression
and injustice and abuse,
as animals are hunted
and forests burned and
slashed, oceans poisoned:
it’s a good place to be
as the wine hits home,
numbed and fucking
useless against the
relentless mad swirl
of the world,
just for a while
as the wine hits home,
it’s a good
place to be.
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The Laughing Man
Marc Carver
I see a man
bent slightly forward
hands in face
as if he is putting on a mask
He sobs
the only way
a man who wears boots and cream shorts can
screams with misery
then he takes his hands from his face
he starts to laugh
and his face changes
then he looks at me
and laughs even louder
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Bad Seed Crying
Angelica Arsan
This love is a symptom
Of my disease
A damaged mind's
Declaration of intent
Self-loathing mated with self-destructiveness
Our love's the fruit of their best fuck
I'm bearing
The schizophrenic child of our insanity
I hear it cry
As it flows through your cock
I swallow the bad seed
It screams down my throat
I think it's trying to warn me
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Exhumer
Benjamin Blake
Why must I dig up the bones of the long dead?
Fall face-first into graves opened like ulnar
arteries?
Pry open the cellar door
And let these corpses stumble out
Into the morning light?
Tombs are sealed for good reason
And unmarked resting places
Should stay that way
But the folly
Of the loins and the heart
Never learns a thing
And tonight, I have a taste
For almost-forgotten flesh
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the only thing that ever excited me
J.J. Campbell
a woman asked me
the other day why
i write poetry
i told her because
it is the only thing
that ever excited
me
other than the
possibility of
murder for
a living
she laughed like
i was joking
when i informed
her that at eighteen
i realized it was
either scribbling
in a notebook
or serial killer,
she started to
realize this was
a can of worms
that never should
have been opened
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Untitled
Gary D. Morton
It whispers, burn the fucking house down.
They don’t really love you;
No one ever will. You are entirely insufferable.
Burn the fucking house down, you can make it
look like an accident,
They will never know.
He returns from plummeting depths,
A deranged acolyte, skull filled with dead leaves
and purgatory,
Love is piercing agony, thoughts of being alone, but
pleading to snip off their toes with wire cutters,
Simultaneously begging for release, redemption
and symbiosis.
Just burn the fucking house down.
You are already
trapped
inside.
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RIP
Karina Bush
Little girls
If you played with Barbie
Listen to this
You’ll want it
You’ll beg a higher power
You’ve been
Biologically programmed
To be driven over
By a truck-man
It’s so fucking romantic
You’ll rip your fucking hair out
You’ll stand outside yourself
Some long bastard night
The ejaculating painball
On that bed
Is you
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exemption clause
John Gartland
So, you made it
through the payroll years
and this phase came to pass,
a prostate like a frankfurter,
another bloody funeral,
and God’s hand up your ass.
A ventriloquist's dummy,
a borrowed script
and a stranger for a wife,
a proctologist’s glove puppet,
with a blockchain for a life.
Prosthetic imbecility
power-assists the age,
malignant infestations breed
a biomass of rage.
But poet and philosopher,
perennially poor,
find there is consolation
edging closer to the door.
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I Am Not a Ghost Yet
Casey Renee Kiser
Your tongue was the only black you wore
to my funeral
You’re such a fucking rebel….
You were hovering,
salivating, breathing in my death
I felt your eyes dismember me
‘Everything was beautiful the day you died’,
you said as you touched my cold hand
You were hovering,
salivating
at having the last word
But I was holding a piece of the mirror
I had lived in for 3 years
with youHolding it tight in my other hand
Split second
New life filtered through
One casket to hold all these personalities?
Ha! Who planned this funeral?!
Split your jugular
You were asking for it
I am not a ghost yet
but you are already boring me
in the afterlife
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Diary Entry of a Webcam Girl
Steven Allan Porter
Panties draped over my lamp,
my bed and laptop.
My clients favor my red corset.
If you have a valid credit card,
you can see me in ways
only the bathroom mirror does
early in the morning.
They like it when I keep my window open,
so many of them have voyeuristic fantasies.
Sometimes, my neighbors pass by while I work,
but they haven’t even taken a peek.
(At least I hope they haven’t)
I have one neighbor though,
who smiles at me when
I leave my apartment.
He sweeps his porch even if it’s clean.
I wonder if he’s seen my show?
I know other college girls
who work at strip clubs and
must face their client’s erections
and hear their cat calls.
I read on a screen what they’re afraid
to say to women in person.
They ask me to choke myself,
stick a cellphone into my vagina
and tell me I remind them
of their daughter.
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Highway 16
Johnny Scarlotti
She claws his face
and reaches over his lap
to unlock her door
through the master control
and he almost swerves off the road into a tree
He’s forced to slow it down
He tries to punch her unconscious in the process
But she gets it unlocked
and lunges out of the car
while he’s still going at least 30 mph
He looks back and watches her hit the ground
Tumbling
Like a cigarette
Saw her orange heels flipping about
Like embers on the blacktop
This isn’t the way it was supposed to go
Shit. He turns the car around
Sees her staggering barefoot
Into the dark forest
Damnit
He pulls the car over
gets out
and goes in after her
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Vicious Girls
Stephanie Wytovich
Creatures,
creatures are what they are—
violent Eves, rotten apples,
victimized damsels, Salem witches;
they bit the snake that fed them
drank his poison,
pulled out his fangs
and now they bleed,
they bleed once a month for his death,
the death of the devil who cursed their wombs
for they are vicious,
they are venomous
they are women,
and they will wait,
patient and persistent,
ever-enduring
and damned
and they will sing,
sing in covens, sing in brothels,
sing for men,
sing for whores
and their words will kill
they will damn
they will puncture
for they sing with lips,
lips not of mouth but of sex
sex that weakens, that confuses,
that traps
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and once they have you
have you between their legs,
they will kill you,
they will eat you,
and they will love you
the only way
that they know how
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They'll Say it Was Postpartum Depression
India LaPlace
She isn’t 2 yet.
She’s in her stroller
And we are on the sidewalk
In the humid air
In a country where I am all alone,
Except for her.
Her fat little fingers are in my hair
And it’s only because she’s a baby,
But I am so good at pretending
And so I imagine she’s feeling my pain,
My turmoil,
My heartache.
I am so fucking selfish
That I project my adult conflict
On my child.
But I’ve never felt so weak
And I need someone to comfort me,
And for someone to understand
So, so desperately.
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I’m not 20 yet.
I’m kneeling in front of her stroller
On the sidewalk
In the humid air
Of a country I shouldn’t have followed him to.
My head is in her lap
And it’s all I can do not to sob
While I choke out the same words to her
Again and again and again,
Busy city sounds in the background.
“I’m sorry.”
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.”
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Reunion
Casey Renee Kiser
He says it’s so good to see me.
He jokes and asks if I’ve gotten shorter.
He frets over saying something else clever but
as I remember, that’s as good as it gets.
He says he’s married now
(though he’s not wearing a ring).
He notices me noticing but I don’t ask about it.
He asks if I have time to get a drink.
I squint and look at my watch.
Fuck, I’m a poet. I don’t wear a watch.
I bite my lip. My heart beats fast.
I scratch my head and look confused
(it’s the one emotion I can fake).
I say,
‘What was your name again?’
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Drunk
Johnny Scarlotti
I curl up on my favorite bench
in my disgusting blanket
I take another swig of the rancid liquid
A car rolls by playing a familiar song
with that catchy chorus:

I just died in your arms tonight,
it must have been something you said
I sing along as best I can—

I’m
Just
Dying
I’m
Just
Dying
Then everything fades to black
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Stepdad
Scott Emerson
The bug
was waiting for Gerald
when he came home
from school
six feet tall, mandibles
chittering as he sat at
the kitchen table
Mommy said, Gerald
This is your new Daddy
to which he replied
What happened to my
Other Daddy?
The bug clicked
his great sticky jaws
again, patting
his knee, Sit down,
son, I’ll explain
everything
Gerald went to bed
confused, scared
by the noises that emerged
from Mommy’s room
moist gasps, the paper-flutter
of wings, wondering why
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she called him Daddy
too
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Investing in the Future
Arthur Graham
“Small donation to
the beer foundation?”
asked the haggardly
handsome man,
raising his empty
as I passed him
on the street.
I flipped that fella
an entire Euro,
fearing it
might one day
bear returns.
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Can't Stop
Johnny Scarlotti
we made blood angels
on the linoleum
usually
when we cut each other
it’s contained
but tonight
we got drunk
and did some other stuff
and one thing
led to another
and now we’re bleeding
all over the place
laughing
crying
aww, it feels so good
“ok we should stop now”
I say
she jokes
“i don’t think I can stop”
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I joke back
“haha me either”
she says
“i wasn’t joking”
I say
“what?
you don’t really want to die
do you?”
she says
“no
but I’ve always wanted
to kill someone”
I say
“NOO—”
she slits my throat
I say
“nrrrr”
blood sprays
I hold my throat
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I try to run but
she stabs me in the back
and I fall to my knees
she’s about to
give me one last stab
but I pull out
my little revolver
from my ankle
and
shoot myself in the head
ha!
didn’t want to give her
the satisfaction
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I write poetry
Corey White
once, I killed
a cockroach
with a
Bible;
I still feel guilty
about it,
the way its guts
pumped as its broken legs
tried
for a miracle
which was never gonna come.
sure it was just a cockroach,
but that’s the point.
tonight,
in this red wine
night,
I write poetry.
just words, simple and
useless words
that have never
saved anything
worth saving.
but that’s the point,
to try for a miracle
as you die.
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Things She Said to Him
Michael Crane
‘You take the good with the bad.’
‘You’re a good person and a wicked artist.’
‘You’re very sensitive.’
‘I find you intriguing.’
‘You’re a strong person.’
‘I like your penis.’
‘You’re not too crusty for an old guy.’
‘You’re funny.’
‘You’re one sexy mother.’
‘You make my day.’
‘My kids like you.’
All these thoughts
crossed his mind
as she came screaming
towards him with
a butcher knife.
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these boots
Justin Hyde
have outlived
six pairs of laces
a wife
and the
banal affections
of seventeen other
wax
suitors.
they’ve seen me though
a suicide attempt
three minor stays in jail
and stints as
a door to door
vacuum cleaner salesman
and hired man
on a hog farm.
they were there
the day my grandfather
died on a hospice bed
from cirrhosis
of the liver
and the evening
my ex said
she was pregnant
and i tried talking her
into an abortion.
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before that
they spent ten years
under my father
as a bug man
for presto x.
this morning
my three year old son
gets them
on his feet.
trudging
across the living room floor
of my apartment:
look daddy
look at me
i’m a big boy
just like
you.
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Awkward/Preteen Lust at a Trailer Park Near
Nazarath, PA
B. Diehl
Lying together
on a haystack in the sun ––
when she slid her tongue
into my mouth,
I immediately started
feeling like a lost needle.
I had never made out
with someone before.
I tried writing my name
with my tongue. I tried
making triangles,
diamonds,
awkward circles.
Behind her
neighbor’s trailer,
wide-eyed and kissing,
I watched a skinny crow
land on a nearby barn.
I heard wind chimes.
I heard cornstalks caressing
each other
in the end-of-summer wind.
I couldn’t sense any romance.
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She started giving
my partial boner
an over-the-pants rub, and I
thought her redneck dad
was going to run outside
and murder me with a pitchfork.
When my parents pulled up
to get me, she brushed
the hay from the sleeves
of my hoodie and whispered,
“I’m going to give you
a blowjob next time.”
I got in the car and never came back.
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aww
Johnny Scarlotti
just took a long hike
i sit under a tree in the shade
pat myself on the back
i eat a healthy snack
and talk to myself
what a beautiful day!
deeep breathe
awww
deep breaths
aww
positive affirmations
ur the fucking best
remember
positive affirmations
you’re worth it! yeah!
life is great
don’t worry, great
in and out in and out
ur life is a movie
be the hero of your own movie
yeah,
happy thoughts
smile
u have so much to offer this world
awww
i want to kill myself
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the poem man
Ben John Smith
Sat down
late at night and
wrote two poems
They were both
shit
Drank a
whole bottle
out-of-date
port and
punched myself
in the side of the head
Until I
felt sick
and vomited
on the sofa
Wrote this poem
and went to bed
Woke up
and nothing had
changed
Nothing ever really does
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Sleaze
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Baby, You Know I Like To Be
Amber Decker
bossed around in the sack, but don’t you dare
try telling me what to do anywhere else.
You do what you need to do,
and I’ll do the same.
My pussy is yours
when I say you can have some; otherwise
she belongs to me, and if she craves
a vacation with 2 or 3 different men,
it won’t mean
there’s any less for you.
You vacation on your own,
and I promise not to say a thing.
Possession is a dirty word,
a drug-related offense, and it offends me
when someone tries to put
a studded collar on me, cause I ain’t no bitch.
I’m a sucker for a bad boy
who drinks and swears too much, and I can deal
with all kinds of trouble.
But no yelling matches, and no crying
about how you can’t live without me
because you know damn well
I’m not your heartbeat
and certainly not your lungs
filling up as you sleep
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You’re not my man,
and I’m not your woman
unless I’m coming, dripping
my stuff all over you,
leaving rifts in the skin of your back
like a lioness scores the trunk of a tree
when she’s heated.
What I’m saying is
I love you
like a good woman should,
like a bright moon on a dark night
spotlighting you home
after the applause has died down,
so just appreciate me
while I’m here, knowing that
even when I disappear,
I always come back for more.
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Work-Related Injury
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
She said she had to quit giving hand jobs
because her arthritis got too bad
she would have customers at the full body
massage,
regulars wanting the regular
and her arthritis would flare up
so she went to this specialist who filled out
all the requisite forms
and now she collects disability
and doesn’t have to give hand jobs
anymore.
She showed me the form which explained
the cause of her chronic arthritis:
repetitious work.
She said the term “work” was important
because the injury had to be
work related or you got nothing.
I guess she told them she was a secretary or
something
and there'd been no follow-up.
Good for her, and quite the looker as well.
Retired at 23.
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bedside manner
David Boski
after we finished, I rolled over
and she asked me to
pour her another drink,
and give her a cigarette.
“listen, it’s 4AM, no more whiskey
and cigarettes, let’s just go to bed.”
“I just let you come all over my tits;
you’re going to give me another cigarette”
she replied firmly.
I laughed and then I
reached for the
lighter.
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Fucking
A. Lynn Blumer
Give me a good one
For the comeback.
A piece of meat
I can rip off
Everything for—
Everything unnecessarily
Holding me back.
Hold me down.
Tie me up
For the sake of release.
That helpless moment
Feels like a shred of peace.
So give it to me, please.
Give me a good one.
Give me a foul mouth
& a cunning tongue.
Please, tell me again
Who's a little slut
& I'll back that ass right up.
Give me something black & blue
To remember you by
& I'll come every time.
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At a Strip Club in the Middle of Pennsylvania
Dave Newman
She moves my beer bottle out of reach
and says “I have a clumsy ass.”
Spread across the bar she scissor-kicks
and grabs her ankles then cradles her tit.
Some Japanese writing is tattooed
a few inches to the left of her g-string.
I try to make out the design
while she makes sexy stripper faces.
She points at the ink and says “Mother first.”
“As in?” I say.
She crawls back on to the dance floor.
“As in” she says “I have kids at home.”
I take a swig off my beer
and stop to applaud the moment.
She leans in to me with a smile
her tits pushed together like a basket.
I give her one dollar for the performance
another dollar for the kid at home.
She thanks me with a kiss on the cheek
then pets my head like a small poodle.
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victimless slime
Ezhno Martin
In case you were wondering
(and I'm sure more than a few are)
if you want to pound your pussy
with the backside of your hairbrush
and moan my name
or maybe grow your bush out
so you can tether paper-mache
effigies of Ezhno
to you sweetest spot
I'm more than ok with that
No need to feel ashamed
if you find yourself
grinding and gushing on pillowcases
you've duct taped high-gloss photos
of my face on
or writing my name on your vibrator
so you can watch Ezhno
slip inside you
Everybody likes to have a little sexy time
with themselves
and it's no one's fault
so many people are dreaming of me
while they are doing it
including evidently
you
So remember
I'm a gracious goo fairy
I don't leave so little to the imagination
by any mistake
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I take great joy
provoking puddles in your sheets
maybe I even get off sometimes
thinking about all that victimless slime
that's being made about me
so I make a little of my own
why would I stifle fantasies
just because it isn't meant to be in reality?
I mean
can you imagine
actually sleeping with everyone
you'd ever thought about naked?
That's ludicrous
ludicrous like
the thought of Joesph Stalin personally strangling
35 million Russians because
he couldn't stand the thought
of anyone else getting to do the deed
But
I like boobies
and big fat white asses
my computer
and multiple external hard drives
comprise the chubby chasers
pornographic Library of Congress
and in my exhaustive search
I have probably seen you naked
or at least I like to pretend
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so there is no shame
in cum fresh squeezed to fantasies of strange
we all have a spank bank
overflowing with people we never mean to bang
So slap it beat it twist it buzz it bang it yank it
taste your sweet slime afterwards
and pretend it's been mixed with my pimp juice
because when you are alone
anything goes
and it doesn't do me any harm
if in that sick head of yours
I'm being held down
while you and seventeen of your closest friends
take turns pegging me
while dressed like Rainbow-Bright Pegasuses
You make that Pearl Jam
And don't worry about it being awkward
when you see me in public
I do it too
I'm a chronic dreamer
so I've probably done it thinking of you
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Charitable
Vanessa de Largie
I'm open for business.
Wide open.
A voluntary vessel for male ejaculation.
The last two just left but I'm HUNGRY for another.
Another fierce pounding.
There's no need to pay. This isn't prostitution.
This is CHARITY. Please donate your sperm.
Stop staring at the merchandise!
Just show me what you've got.
Are you good enough?
Are you beast enough?
Destroy me and fill me up.
Be savage.
Make a mess.
Bruise.
Now unload, withdraw
and leave.
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The Best Sex You’ve Ever Had
David Boski
“what happened last night” she said
as we lay hungover in my bed;
“what do you mean what happened,
you don’t remember?” I asked;
“no, I actually don’t” she said laughing;
“what the fuck? you don’t remember
us getting home, taking off our clothes
and me fucking you on the couch?”;
she laughed again and said: “no, I don’t,
I was wasted, I’m sorry”;
“well, I fucked the shit out of you” I said,
“it was the best sex you’ve ever had”;
“oh ok, that’s good then” she replied.
I rolled over, and tried going back to sleep.
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Unchristian
Karina Bush
You want it dirty
My Prince
You'll get it
Pure filth
Uncleanable
Unchristian
Dirt on your soul
You have entered a bad place
I want punishment
For my condition
Spit on me
The cunt
Lash me about
Until our come
Is fucking everywhere
I hope it sticks our bodies together
I need to feel dirtier
Go down further
Than ever before
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Valentine
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
My friend Shane picked me up
and drove to the flower shop
near Wickie's Pub
on Burton Avenue.
He picked out the flowers and the wrapping,
then it came:
you’re good with words,
can you write something
that will get me laid
tonight?
Then I wrote something
and the saleslady
melted.
We picked up his girl from work
and she saw the flowers
and read the card
as I sat in the backseat
waiting.
She couldn't keep her hands
off him
the whole way home.
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After they dropped me
back at my place on Jane Street
they drove off
to have some wild unprotected gorilla
Valentine's Day
sex
as I made my packet
of chicken-flavoured Mr. Noodles
for dinner
and was in bed
by 7.
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well beyond my years
J.J. Campbell
I've never
taken a selfie
I've never
had a Facebook
account
I've never
found it
necessary
to take a
picture of
my food
my ego
doesn't believe
the world needs
to know when
I'm taking a
shit or when
I'm trying to
decide what to
get at the home
improvement
store
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they told me
as a child I was
well beyond my
years
I suppose that is
still true
although I'm quite
interested in seeing
what this Tinder is
all about
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Gaze
Audrey El-Osta
I see you,
staring at my tits.
So fascinated.
Nothing has changed
since last you looked.
It's always when I wear
a dress
made for a smaller chest
that I notice it, your eyes
burrow in.
I spill over,
warm water in a tub.
Do you wonder
how deep you need to dive,
how wide you need to spread me
open by
the ribcage to find my heart?
You have far to go
through my bare, naked armour
into me.
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love poems
Omar Alexandre
jesus christ, not another love poem.
not another sad miserable prick with no spit
left in his bones pouring out false emotion.
another dead rose stinking up my nostrils
crying about the one who got away.
shoot me now god, please. take me away from all
this shit pretending to be the next great thing.
you all sound the same. you all cry the same.
you all go through pain the same.
you one-dimensional untalented schmucks.
get mad. insult someone. get politically incorrect.
avoid your comfort zone.
dylan went through seven different phases
plus some. how many have you had?
fuck love poems.
slap her tits. spit in her mouth. grab her neck.
bite that ass. naw, fuck that, terrorize that ass.
and by god, go down on her.
squeeze all the juice from her body.
don’t write her a love poem.
don’t be a little bitch.
there’s blood running through her veins.
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Gringo
Mather Schneider
My Mexican girlfriend says she likes me
because I am not macho.
She says Mexican men are too macho,
too brutal and mean.
We are at the supermarket and I am thinking
about how earlier she had begged me
to fuck her in the ass
hard,
demanded I bite her tits
until they were bruised and
mushy plums,
how she led me
to force her to
her stomach
and squirmed until I held
her arms behind her like a vice,
how she screamed STOP
and then when I stopped she asked
me why I stopped,
how afterwards I was afraid
I hurt her
until I realized she was smiling,
and how she turned
to me and curled up in my arms
and went to sleep.
At the store I reach my hand
into the cooler
for a twelve pack of beer
which makes her frown,
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not because it is beer
and that I might get drunk on it,
but because it is LIGHT beer
like I am some kind of
girly man
who sits down
to pee.
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Show Business
Tim Ashworth
red carpets lit with flash bulbs,
strapless Stella McCartneys,
champagne flutes sipping adulation
stretched limousines
private planes
saggy white gorillas in 10 thousand dollar suits.
executive fantasies of painful submission:
movie careers hung on meat hooks
beaten, sliced,
sold in penthouses;
worn like cheap thongs and thigh high boots,
Call me daddy bitch
it’s all bright lights
and blow jobs baby
his hairy gut slapping bubble butts
as bee sting lips deep throat rich meat
totting up costs of fame

entertain us, they
moan at the girl
with green eyes, as she
writes receipts
for herself
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Secret Diary of A Future Sex Crime Victim
Meeah Williams
I listen closely
to the hair dryer;
it tells me things.
Things I can’t repeat.
I lie in bed, face blank
as a slice of white bread
in the dark.
I try to visualize
a sentence
that cracks the ceiling.
If I didn’t know
you could snap my neck
like a sparrow’s
how would I ever get off?
Sometimes I like to mouth
a pacifier
while being fucked
in the ass.
A certain light I love
will fall through hemlocks
into a bedroom
at 3pm.
Sometimes I imagine
my throat cut
at the moment of orgasm.
I want to be dead, tied,
wrapped in white,
lying in a rowboat
my lover rows to sea.
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A Poem's Worth
Brenton Booth
She was about
to finish work
at the laundromat
and we had been
talking for several
hours.
I asked her if she
wanted to come to
my apartment and
I would read her
some poems I had
recently written.
She accepted the
offer.
After I read one
we started kissing
and a little later
we were naked
having sex on the
floor.
It was some of the
best sex I ever
had.
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She left to meet
her partner
and I decided to
write this poem
as a reminder
that sometimes
poetry
does pay.
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GMC Safari
David Boski
It was our second date,
and after having some drinks
I dropped her back off at her parent’s house,
where she was living at the time.
‘I wish you could come inside and fuck me,
I really want to fuck you’
she said in between us kissing.
‘yeah, I guess your father wouldn’t like that’
I replied with my cock throbbing in my jeans,
resigned to the fact that I would probably
have to rub one out alone later.
‘wait, I have an idea, you want to fuck in the van?’
she asked excitedly.
earlier that night she told me how she
used to fuck her high school boyfriend
in the back of her dads work van,
as he would always leave the keys out
on a hook in the foyer.
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“is there room back there?’ I asked,
momentarily forgetting she’d done this before.
yeah, we’ll make it work, wait here.”
when she came back, she unlocked the sliding door
on the passenger side, and we got in,
and we made it work.
it smelled like dirty carpet and paint thinner in there
but that didn’t distract me from the task at hand,
and she told me I could finish inside of her,
which I did.
a few months later
her dad offered me a painting job,
and occasionally asked me to drive the van,
and every time I did I thought of that night;
the first time I used it to paint
his daughter’s interiors.
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I Know I’m Addicted
Cassandra Dallett
I collect boys
like pairs of shoes
fucking one while texting another
I’m not slutty or desperate
I’m just a realist.
I know that none of them could hold my interest
if they didn’t play off each other like that.
None could talk of the prison industrial complex,
the evils of microwaves, the importance of reading,
start up my weedwacker,
and make me want to call him Daddy
while bent over,
streaming wet head
bumping granite walls.
These guys
don’t come in the same package.
The wise man Chris Rock once said
“You’re not going to find a guy
who listens to Wu-Tang
and watches Seinfeld”
and I laughed cause I had one,
but
actually his dick was too small
and he was inherently
unfaithful
selfish
to the bone.
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Imagining Something In Her Mouth
David Mac
‘I’ve had all shapes and sizes,’
she said.
‘Of dicks?’ I asked.
‘No. Of pasta,’ she replied.
‘Oh, I thought you meant dicks,’
I told her. ‘Are you sure you
didn’t mean dicks?’
‘Why would I mean dicks?’
she sneered. ‘I was
talking about the menu.’
‘The dick menu?’ I said.
‘No, the menu. We are in an
Italian restaurant.’
I looked about: ‘Oh yeah.’
My mind was always
some place else when
I was with her.
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yoga
Michael D. Goscinski
for years
i laughed at the yoga people
the weird contortions
rapid breathing
clothing
foam bricks
monotone instruction videos
and mats
all to feel better and relieve stress
but that all changed one day
in the walk-in closet
i swear this was the longest
period any woman
had ever had
one for the record books
the lack of sex
driving me insane
i couldn’t take it anymore
i attacked her in the closet
fortunately
she grabbed a rolled-up yoga mat
for us to fuck on
what we did in there
could best be described
as team yoga for nudists
with positions such as
the doggy, the plough, and cum cobra
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when we finished
i noticed the puddles of fresh blood
on the now speckled yoga mat
and realized it had worked
i was now relaxed, free of stress,
and anxiously awaiting my next
yoga session
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Nothing Was Going On
Dave Newman
so Louie and I packed it in
and headed for the strip club in Smithton
and it was snowing outside
beautiful flakes messing the roads
and the owner said
“I just sent home my best girls”
and one of the three remaining strippers
said “Fuck you, Frank”
and walked towards the stage.
Louie and I handed over 20 bucks
and the owner said “I’ll take $10
because of the weather”
and we each got 10 back
and found chairs around the stage
which was not much of a stage
and the walls were all aluminum
and the floor was muddy
and flecked with road salt
and Louie said “This really is a dump”
and I said “You never noticed that?”
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and the women danced a little
which is to stay stripped a little
and I handed over some singles
and Louie handed over some singles
and the blonde stripper—
well, the older blonde stripper—
said “You can beat it
in the back room for 15 dollars”
and I said “Sounds great”
and Louie just sort of sat there.
A couple other women
came from the back room
and they were talking about
how expensive it was to get your nails done.
I got up to head to the back room.
The strippers concerned with their fingernails
started to give the same pitch
to Lou about beating off.
Louie is a more complex person
than I am, and nurturing too
and significantly more masculine
which also adds to his kindheartedness
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so there were things for him to consider
like the impact of prostitution on women
ages 38-56 during a snow fall
on a Thursday night in Smithton
whereas I accept that most people
make choices in their own best interests
and jerk-jobbing at a strip club
probably beats working at McDonalds
or sitting in a cubicle somewhere
so I headed for the booth
and paid an extra ten dollars
for the stripper to finger
her ass and pussy at the same time
and she was nice, knew all
the right words and sexy sounds
and when I came she said
“Did you have fun?”
and I said “I did, thanks”
and I went back to the stage
and she did too
and I pulled up a chair
and she sat crossed legged
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her robe covering her lap
and she said “Your buddy’s back there
with Sheena and Tina”
and I said “Sheena and Tina?”
and she said “It’s a winter special”
and laughed and I said “Oh”
then Louie appeared
but not Sheena and Tina
and Louie said “Let’s get out of here”
and I said “Sure”
and the stripper said “Thanks
for the extra ten bucks”
and I said “You’re great at what you do”
and she said “I know.”
Outside, I asked Louie
why he wanted two strippers
and he said “I don’t know”
and I said “What’d they do?”
and he said “Giggled”
and I said “What’d you do?”
and he said “Nothing.”
Then he said “I asked them some questions”
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and I said “That was a nice thing to do”
and the snow was everywhere now
the flakes bigger than pennies
and the road reflecting white
and Louie said “At least
they’ll have money for manicures”
and I said “At least there’s that.”
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I Never Knew That Church Could Be Rewarding
Tohm Bakelas
I’m sitting in church
while women around me
talk about birth
their dilation
and whether
anything ripped
they don’t seem to
care that
I am here
listening in
I’m sitting in church
thinking about Oswald
and the CIA
while women talk about
loneliness
and how
long it took
their vaginas
to heal
after giving birth
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I’m sitting in church
with a pending divorce
listening to women
speak
of neglectful husbands
while I am fully erect
looking at panty and thong lines
on the seams
of tight black
yoga pants
I’m sitting in church
not for holy reasons
but with purpose of
registering
my daughter for school
while nations are arming
nuclear weapons
banks are opening
and vegetables are
being stocked
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I’m sitting in church
watching a woman bend over
exposing green panties
and soon bare ass
as her pants slide down
while another adjusts
her breasts in a concealed bra
and on the US-Mexico border
families are tear-gassed
and the pyramids of Egypt stand tall
I’m sitting in church
taking in all the action
wondering how the luck arrived
feeling much better
about things
feeling much better
than I have
in a long time
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Putting Things In It
Kurt Newton
At an early age I began
putting things in it
Momma told me to leave it alone
said to keep my legs closed
and my eyes open
said a man would come
soon enough
to take care of things
but I kept at it
late at night sometimes
under the sheets
a flashlight
to see what I was doing
under the stairway
behind the barn
I didn’t want to wait till
some man came and
told me what to do
what to say
how to be
and when to be it
now I just sit
with my legs open
wide sometimes
my eyes shut
just dreaming about
all the things
I’ve put in it so far
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and all the things still left to put
and why some women
settle for just
any old thing.
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The Drunk Poet & the Nun
Doug Draime
Fame hasn’t
changed his
nasty habits
much
though
the nun is
now taking
the lord’s
name in vain
&
wearing
skin tight
jeans &
lace thongs
the drunk poet
always
jacks off
watching
her undress
&
the nun
is really
starting
to dig it
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Double Penetration
Aneka Brunssen
double penetration
is a
sensory deprivation chamber
which induces a
silent hallucination
of you
floating along the spiral
path of the galaxy
only to be sucked into
the black hole
of what you used to think
pleasure was.
double penetration
is a masterpiece
of female anatomy
expressed as
liquified thought
projected onto a mirror
within a mirror
next to a woman's
pulsating pussy.
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Making Feminism Great Again
India LaPlace
Today a man spit in my face.
Then, while he held my head in place
Until my throat relaxed around his cock,
And moved me into a position
Where he could force a toy up my ass,
I thought about how he had voted for Trump.
I wondered if I was a disgrace to feminism.
And then I came.
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porn star
J.A. Carter-Winward
i don't look like a supermodel,
but i fuck like a porn star.
let me take that back—
not quite like
a porn star...
i won't let you come on my face
and i won't be faking it
when I come
on yours.
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Ideal
Mather Schneider
Daytime cab drivers
work 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and have to share their cabs
with the night drivers
who work 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
If you don’t get along
with the other driver
it can lead to problems—
you don’t want someone
who will short you on fuel
or leave condoms on the floor.
In an ideal world
you would bring the cab
to the other driver
on time, clean,
in perfect running order
and with a smile.
Of course in an ideal world
you wouldn’t be driving a cab
at all.
You would more likely be on a beach
in Mexico
doing a line of coke
off the bare ass
of a 16 year old hooker.
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Alaska
Craig Sernotti
He invites you up to Alaska.
You spend the week
wishing he didn’t have a mullet
and bending over so he can
fuck your ass.
When you get home you
wish you had stayed.
He stops calling and answering your e-mails.
You try to forget him.
Your husband fucks your ass
but it isn’t the same.
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Take my hair
Karina Bush
Take my hair
Like before
Take me into the woods
Drag me into the woods
I want to kiss you
Put me up against that tree
Wet morning tree
Use your other hand now
I'm helpless
Hand in my dress
Captured by a bad man
Nobody for miles
I'm going to get molested
And leave my knickers there
For the perverts
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Money Shots
Oliver Stansfield
these days he takes two blue pills
just to get started—
like a battered engine
on a frosty morning
mechanisms splutter to life.
an old frustrated bull
he can still go all day.
on cheaply lit bedroom sets
he fills squealing blondes,
their perky plastic tits bouncing wildly,
but now he worries about his creaky knees.
his contract requires a comfortable cushion.
energetic cow girls half his age
ride him fast,
instinctively he grabs
their tight little asses
squeezing for the camera—
all a blur to his tired eyes.
he misses the seventies, Hef and Jack’s
debauchery:
jacuzzi orgies with champagne,
bunnies and cocaine lines,
when
fucking
was a work of art.
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Natural Enemy
J.A. Carter-Winward
I started having affairs in my second marriage.
I could think of all sorts of ways to justify them,
one reason being he was always so spent
from looking at internet porn, but no matter.
Point is, I fucked around,
and I liked it.
I especially liked married men,
so sex-starved and disillusioned...
they were always hungry.
And I got to be the thing
they looked forward to the most.
It was great for the ego, theirs as well as mine.
They did shit with me
their wives would never do.
I would, not for them, but for me.
But my biggest excuse
was the role each wife played
in sending their husbands my way.
She withheld sex, bartered, manipulated.
And plus, she’d let herself go—
safely married, she no longer worried
about being attractive, interesting, or dynamic.
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She’d reject his advances because he didn’t
compliment
her new fucking earrings
or some shit.
The story was always the same.
So, in a way,
I was their sexual
comeuppance.
I was their punishment for their gratuitous
arrogance;
taking their husbands for granted;
holding them hostage
with their dry, uninviting cunts.
And the shitty bait ‘n’ switch
they’d pulled at the altar
the moment
they said
I do.
I’m not saying it was right
and I don’t do it anymore,
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but I was
that woman,
once.
The one all housewives
whispered about
when their husbands
were finally caught
cheating.
I was a golem, the succulent succubus
of their serene suburban nightmares:
A terrible justice,
sucking on their
husband’s cocks.
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Real Porn
Justin Grimbol
I love stick figure porn. I can’t get enough of it.
I love a real tall stick figure,
with long hair and massive boobs.
My closet is full of pictures I have drawn
of stick figures doing all sorts of
sexy things.
Most of the stick figure porn on the internet is fake.
They aren’t real stick figures.
They’re just really skinny girls painted black.
There was this one video I found.
I’m pretty sure it’s real.
It’s too real for me.
The first time I saw it I got so horny I passed out.
I try to keep away from the video.
It’s too raw.
I only watch the fake stick figures.
Some of the videos have great special effects.
They look almost real.
But they are just fake enough for me
to feel decent about what I am doing.
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A Day at the Arboretum
Brian Hoffmann
I was probably real super drunk and it was
my idea that excited your cooperation
stripped naked at the tree
kissing, then we were having garden sex
in the city park in the earth sensual
clover
red and black bushes
and filling it up
it's a gas
a centaur in this center of you
smiling
and this bunch of loud goddamn kids
were on a field trip to see some botanical wonders
and good thing they didn't see us and point at us
screaming loud
that would have been entirely awkward
and I would have lost my boner and nerve
and you would have to help me look for it
until I manage to find it in your mouth again
Oh! there it is!
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Get lost you little jerks
we waited it out while
you squeezed my cock with
the muscle of your inner world
until the voices died down
we laughed
the sun came out and shone
through the trees
and shone with
shadows of that which leaves
dancing characters across your perfected breasts
girl theatre
a slight gust of wind brings a small leaf
to land on your white belly
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Keen
Christopher P.P. White
The toothpaste lid is off
And the excess goo
Is dried on the sink.
The bathroom mirror is stained
With hairspray and soap;
Her old underwear is strewn
Across the floor,
Soaking up all the tepid bathwater
Whilst I sit on the toilet seat
Reading her my poems.
As I recite her favourite one,
She parts her legs
And reaches
For her electric toothbrush,
Sliding it inside her
And sliding it out.
I can see her wriggling around
Like a suffocating cat
In a brown paper bag,
Except I hear her moaning loudly—
Full of life.
I feel some wet toes
Coming from her bare, stretched-out legs
Rubbing the tips
Of my knees as I get to the part
About the first time
We fucked—
The first time I made her cum
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In a world before
Bed at eleven and meal plans
And nights in
Watching fucking Newsnight.
She shrieks like a banshee—
The toothbrush breaks
And she stops shaking.
There is more water on our floor
Than in the actual bath
But she is blissfully unaware
Of the mess she has made—
Both under my feet and between her thighs.
She manages to open her eyes
And refrain from biting her lip
To tell me that “the dog
Needs a walk around the block.”
The air is blue—
I am left
With an almighty boner
And the same sense of resentment
I've had for a very long time.
As I walk past her,
She grabs my dick and pulls
On it like a trucker's horn
Until I spurt white mess—
Like the toothpaste—
All over her bare breasts.
“There you go,
Now go walk the dog, sweetie.”
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I'm not keen on our predicament
But I know it could be worse.
I write the poems
And she cooks the tea—
Life isn't about spontaneity and butterflies anymore,
It's more about routine and confusion.
Maybe it isn't toothpaste on the sink.
Maybe I write too many poems.
Maybe I should just go
And walk the damn dog.
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I Have a Problem
Christopher P.P. White
I just can’t help myself.
I know that her pussy is under
That pencil skirt,
Trimmed and pure
And slightly clammy,
But I just have to sit here
And listen to her explain
The benefits of depositing
My money into saving accounts
Or investments.
All I can think about is
Investing time in depositing
Something of mine
Inside her.
Fucking hell—
I have a problem.
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Daddy’s Little Girl
Craig Scott
Leila was my blonde bombshell
tight, tan & horny all the time
she would wrap her legs around my waist
& tell me how she wanted to fuck her father
as I pinned her against the wall
& slammed it home
it was so wrong, but when I was
balls deep it sounded so right
she called me daddy, I called her my baby girl
I took pictures of her riding my dick
choking on it, wearing my cum
Leila posted them on a website
I read her the comments while she
rubbed her pussy with my rod
“dam gurl ur hot”
“I have some serious dick envy”
“u wanna try chocolat, slut”
“more pics please”
etc.
sometimes dreams do come true
her father passed out drunk
on the kitchen floor one night
Leila undid his pants & stroked his rager
he woke up, didn’t stop her
last I heard they moved to Arkansas
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Was it good for you?
Casey Renee Kiser
...he says.
I always dread this conversation.
He cums
and he comes
loaded
with noise pollution.
If I ever prayed for anything,
it was for
a man
to shut the fuck up.
He wants the praise.
I just want the daze of something
to remember
or forget.
I'm not like the
other girls.
You can really hit the spot
with your
rock-hard
silence.
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Parlour Thoughts
David Mac
She bends over to reveal her pussy:
pink, fleshy, almost luxuriant.
She says ‘You like?’
but I’m indifferent.
I look at it and wonder
what it means.
To a man this is the world opened up,
like a flower, hot and mad,
but my mind’s still on
a poem I have
not yet written.
Yes, what if I were to fuck her
with a poem?
What if I were to stick
a big hard poem up there?
Would she prefer a poem
to a cock?
Would it change her?
I stand mesmerised
by her thing,
smiling, having
my delicious thoughts,
and she stands up
and says:
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‘You’re a poet aren’t ya?’
I nod.
‘I knew it. You were
thinking about
sticking a poem up there
weren’t ya?’
I nod.
‘Shit, you fucking lot
are all the same!’
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Trash
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one of those shits
Michael D. Goscinski
it’d been a while
since i had to shit like that
it was one of those cheek squeezers
where you try to hold it together
running for the bathroom
hoping you don’t let lose
fortunately i made it
even had time to grab
my copy of
the complete works of William Shakespeare
though i will confess
I wasn't really in the mood for theatre
it didn’t take much of a push
but christ
the shit just wouldn’t stop
i thought for sure
i’d find my guts floating
when i got up from the pot
and to make matters worse
it was one of those shits
you just can’t wipe off
even if you stand up; get into it
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the more you wipe
the more shit on the paper
it was one of those shits
that stayed with me
all day
everywhere i went
i could feel it
rustling around back there
such is life
no matter how much
you try to wipe away the shit
or hide it
with love
religion
politics
it remains
a deep dark secret
clinging
to your most private parts
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Blue Whale
Johnny Scarlotti
it was our third date
i was confident i was going to get laid
everything was going great then
we went skinny dipping into the ocean and...
well...
we encountered a 105-foot blue whale
the biggest fucking creature on earth today
and i yelled at her
"STAY AWAY!"
but she was mesmerized
she swam up to it
"STOP IT!" "GET BACK!" i yelled
she started petting it
"NO, DON'T!"
"OH MY GOD!" she squealed
"IT'S SO BEAUTIFUL!"
and
well
she was petting it and hugging it
and all of the sudden a 12-foot,
1,000-pound penis jutted out
"tough and fibrous"
the biggest penis on earth
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it attacked her
gored her, fucked her
into a million little pieces
amongst 40 pints of ejaculate
then it turned on me but
i was a safe distance away
and i made it to shore without a problem
the ocean is fucked
i'm never going in there again
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Lovely Filth
Winter Zakalwe
I don't think it's right
to think of other people as trash,
but some of my favorite people clearly are.
Using you is only a petty act of vandalism
like tagging a dirty wall
in a poor neighborhood.
It turns out I'm not fucking you—
I'm fucking the world
and you're my condom.
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For Mother
A. Theist
I think my mother is mad at me.
I mean,
I get it,
I suppose.
I am the biggest she ever had.
She took all 9 pounds and
18 inches of me.
The room was full of men
and women
wearing masks
and rubber gloves.
They watched on
as I assaulted
her hole
for 20 hours straight,
no break.
Afterwards,
I sucked her tits,
and she fingered my ass.
We continued
with the tits and
the fingering
for a few years,
but that was it.
I never fucked her again.
Just the one time.
Nowadays,
I don’t even answer the phone
when she calls.
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To The Boys Becoming Men
Irvin Lee
Choke her because she likes it;
she’s fresh and she can take it.
If the doorbell rings ignore it.
Your penis will die
if you don’t feed it healthy vagina
or monthly wanks.
We are all wild and fragile things.
Put your pride aside,
life is already too short.
Don’t run from love,
let love motorboat your balls
and dry hump you
’til you say hell yeah.
Life has teeth
that chews asses to shards,
just be careful
with picking up the pieces.
Stand tall and with confidence;
if you don’t then
someone will step on your neck,
and god knows
we have too many people
on this earth with broken necks.
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Birthday Wishes
Jay Levon
Once, long ago,
she asked what I wanted
for my birthday.
“Anal sex,” I replied
as a joke,
kind of.
“Maybe,” she said
and laughed,
kind of.
I think she gave me
a book.
It was kind of disappointing.
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another bodily fluid
Ben Newell
I had just
moved in to my new apt.
Boxes strewn all over
the place—
“Look, Mom,” I said.
“This one is full of contributor copies.”
“Wow,” she said, “that represents a lot of
blood, sweat, and tears.”
And another bodily fluid
I kept to myself
out of respect for her.
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Is John Travolta Really Gay
and Other Existential Questions
(Nope, Just That One)
Casey Renee Kiser
Random lyrics come to me
in the bubble bath‘ah ah ah ah, Stayin’ Alive’
Maybe because I fancy drowning…
I ride the wave of that irony for a while and
count how many sharks I’ve killed
in my life, Fuck,
they can’t just let a lady drown in peace
I wonder how many times
‘Is John Travolta really gay’
has been googled… I wonder…
More than shark attacks?
I simply must know. NOW.
I scream bloody murder till someone comes
to check on me in the tub
ARE YOUUU ALRIGHT!!!???
ME: Yep. I just need you to check on
some statistics for me and I need a drink.
And could you call the pharmacy.
Thank you. You’re beautiful.
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Rhetorical Question
David Boski
after sitting there
listening
to their tedious conversation
where they relentlessly insulted
all men
from
all walks of life
referring to them with names
such as:
assholes
douchebags
and
liars
amongst other things
while suggesting that
it was impossible
for them to find
anybody
even remotely
worth dating
in this
big city of ours
I finally
took a sip of my beer
and proposed
a simple question –
“did you ever think that,
perhaps you’re a cunt?”
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Internet Predator
Justin Kelly
I like to think of her
in her panties
late at night
really digging the latest emo
and trolling the web
seeking men
in need of being told
to fuck off
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Nice Days
Ben John Smith
The copper gives me a
speeding ticket and a
two hundred and
sixteen dollar fine.
He says
Have a nice day
and pats the
roof of my car.
The road to this point,
after about 3 or 4 hours
of flat foot driving
has been paved with,
at the very least,
one million
road kill
kangaroos.
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Nice days are like this.
Even in all its irony.
Nice days are the ones
that back door you
while reaching around
and cupping your balls
like a tea spoon
cradling an emu egg.
Dead kangaroos
and speeding fines.
It sounds like the
perfect title
for a really bad
poem
about
nothing.
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foreplay
damion snow
hey baby did you bring the lube i said
and she cums in through the front door
with a walmart bag with condoms and
lube and she is wearing sunglasses
yes i bought the fucking lube
i opened the bag
but couldn't find any produce
baby did you get any carrots
she’s wearing a trench coat
and she ignores my questions
i follow her into the living room
why didn’t you get any celery sticks baby
she stops and turns towards me
what about ass play baby, what
are we supposed to do now
i really wanted you to put
one of those japanese eggplants
in my hiney again
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she unbuttons her trench coat
and duct taped to the inside is
bushels and bushels of bananas
a fruit bush for my fruit boy
she says
oh wow baby you’re the best i say
and then she gives me a banana split
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Routine
Johnny Scarlotti
go to sleep in back of car
in Walmart parking lot
wake up
get 1 dollar large coffee
from McDonalds
what a deal
then I read
until 9
then drive to gym
to shower,
shave,
brush teeth
then somebody comes
bursting through the curtain
with a hard on
aw, Timmy
not again
I tell him
Timmy, that was a one time thing
I'm not gay
he shakes his head, says
you've said that every day
for the last 30 days
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This Poetry Business
John D. Robinson
“Okay, so what is it?
that some poems of yours
have appeared in a
literary publication?
what does that mean?
what does it do for you?
so fucking what!
who gives a shit?
blow it up my ass!
the world doesn’t
know or notice shit
like that, it’s far too
busy!
and what’s the point
of it all?”
“I don’t know”
I answered.
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Multitasking
Rodney Gardner
I heard the other day of a study
Devaluing the art of multitasking
Ignoring its benefits
I simply can not agree
And belittle the exuberance
Of riding my bicycle
Talking on the phone
Drinking a beer
And pulling my member
As I think of you
And all of the bullshit
you put me through
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We Do Not Need a Pool Boy, I Will be the Pool Boy
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
She says we will need a pool boy
if we ever make it rich and famous
and I tell her that we do not need a pool boy,
I will be the pool boy,
for both our heated indoor and outdoor pools
a full-time pool boy if necessary,
in blue denim short shorts
and tie dye muscle shirts if she prefers
bending over just right
and she laughs as only she can,
throws a brown stuffed squirrel
at me
as she sits on the end of the bed
before work
checking her long black stockings
for holes.
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piss on it
Arthur Graham
i'm gonna write this
fucking poem
I'M GONNA WRITE
THIS FUCKING
POEM
and then I'm gonna light it on fire
and piss on it
because that's all it's worth
anyway
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The Way You Laugh
David P. Bates
here’s your goddam
cranberry juice
and tampons
oh poor baby
is your ego bruised
hell no I
told the clerk
I like to dip ’em
and suck ’em
you’re disgusting
oh yeah I say
as I lift your legs
pull down your pajamas and
pull the cord with my teeth
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Onomatopoetic Supervillain Junkie
James D. Casey IV
Confessions of an
Unredeemed drug addict
Whose name shall not be mentioned
Screaming onomatopoetic imitations
Sinking dirty syringes
Into floppy celery veins
Pretending to be a shitty knock
Off Supervillain Junkie
Is the highlight of my day
DING!
BAM!
POW!
Junk gives you superpowers
It turns you from
Invisible Man to
Retarded Tortoise
It even cums
With its own cape
I got this star tattoo
Right on my sweet spot
So I can always aim the needle
For my honey hole
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ZING!
Been from Florida to
California and
Never found a better
Lover than this laconic
Muse
Shit's better than hot and heavy
BBW sex smeared in
Pumpkin Pie
It's got all the
PLOP!
SLAP!
CLAP!
I'll ever need
And she don't talk back
The perfect supervillain
Sidekick
Everybody's searching for that
Special somebody
They just don't realize her
Name is Dope
I tell ya
DOPE!
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Hiroshima
Ben John Smith
I used to want to cum on a woman's toes,
but now I just want to cum on my wife's heart.
When we made the nuke
we must have thought
"Well shit,
we have made it this far,
and everything is still awful
let's fuck it up now
good and
proper"
Seal the last letter
to the end of the world
in a cum sock
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A Close Escape
Harry Whitewolf
As we humped and bumped on the hotel bed,
I very nearly fell out of the seven-storey-high
open window,
Wearing nothing but a condom
and her stockings.
I guess if I’d have died that way,
I’d have found it pretty funny.
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The Broken Stripper
Karl Koweski
the dim lights couldn’t conceal
the fact the next stripper
mounting the buffet-sized stage
wore bicycle shorts
rather than a g-string
and a torso-obscuring blouse
instead of pasties
she possessed the
anatomical features of a watermelon
with spat seed eyes
and a smile like
a chewed green rind
she wobbled on the stage
occasionally
brushing against the pole
the duration of the song
swaying without rhythm
without removing any clothing
ignoring the eviscerating laughter
“hey manager!” my buddy hollered
“come quick!
our stripper’s broken!”
her dark glistening eyes
registered zero awareness
her flaccid expression
scarcely changed
when I approached the stage
on a wave of
escalating laughter
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I handed her two dollars
and turned away
getting halfway back to
the howling red Os of
my friends’ guffawing faces
the stripper yelled
for my attention
thinking she’d decided
to give me a peek
at her busted titties
beneath her
puritanical blouse
I rushed back to the stage
where the non-stripping stripper
handed back a dollar
whispering
“you accidentally gave me
two dollars”
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The Mean Streets of Bombay
Jake Cosmos Aller
One wild night in Bombay, India,
I walked into an evil bar 20 drinks too sober
on the wicked-wrong end of
a Friday night booze run.
On the bad side of the Moon where Martian men
drank, ogling the Venus girls and leering
at Earth women in skin-tight pants
that made their eyeballs hurt.
I gave into the spirit and decided to join them,
getting drunk on Martian whiskey
and smoking that good old-fashioned
Mars dust as well.
Next thing I knew,
I was on my way to Jupiter,
on a lark with a gal who
said she was from Saturn.
Didn't learn she was from Pluto
until I woke the next day,
naked and in jail somewhere
near Alpha Centauri.
A million miles away,
a thousand years in the future,
with no money, no honey,
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and no fucking way home.
Still 20 drinks too sober,
I just pissed away my time
with fine Pluto whisky
and cold-ass alien wine.
Then one day I found myself outside that bar again,
enveloped in the miasmic mists
by the old Martian whorehouse,
down near the Gate of India.
Walked up to my Pluto babe
and said, man,
that was some bad shit;
let's do it again sometime.
Knew the day
would come again,
I'd be drinking with
those Martian men.
Something bad
my way would come,
another night
of wicked fun.
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On the wrong side of the Moon,
on just the right night,
in the mean streets
of Bombay.
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A Man? (Year 2025)
Johnny Scarlotti
I don’t know
I just don’t know
I really just don’t even know
what makes a man a man anymore
All of my man friends
have long since transitioned into females
Including my father
And it makes me question who I am
Am I a man?
Or am I a female, trapped in a man’s body?
Should I transition too?
And a little high-pitched voice
in the back of my head says
yes
I call the doctors the next morning
And set up my appointments
I can’t wait to feel up my double D tits
and finger my perfect new vagina
Oh my god
I can’t wait to be a lesbian
Haha
This is going to be great!
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Fuck Politics
Scott Simmons
An angry woman complained to me
about the guns that I like jerking off to
As well as the porn that I love to shoot
with my friends
Or maybe it was the other way around
I truly can’t recall
We had a civil political debate
or at least so I thought
as her yelling was really
quite sexy
I just nodded and occasionally
tried to explain a different perspective
Her lack of knowledge about porn and small
explosives
deeply saddened me
And she must have misinterpreted my words
as some kind of display of sexual prowess as well
for she told me “fuck you and your redneck friends”
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She seamed like an honest person
so I unzipped my pants
and I was ready for her
Yet she never did fuck me
or any of my friends
nor did she ensure that we got fucked
And frankly I was disappointed
by her complete lack of sincerity
And now I’m considered a registered sex offender
just for trying to make her happy
Politics are truly a strange beast
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A Parting Note
John Patrick Robinson
She was gorgeous in every way.
A beautiful woman no matter your mood
was always a sight to behold.
She paid no attention to anyone in the bar.
There was too much already cast upon her
for her to waste any upon another.
I just kept drinking cause after all
that's what true drunks do.
But still I viewed the scene
and admired one of the Lord's best damn creations.
The sharks swarmed and beautiful women
are seldom alone for long.
She had two dudes on either side of her in seconds.
She didn't pay for shit after that.
You had to admire someone
who could walk in a bar
not spend a dime
and catch a buzz.
Something tells me even Brad Pitt himself
would still have to pay his own tab.
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They sat there a while playing the game.
I knew neither would find success.
It went on a while till half the bar was gone.
The two guys tried every line and stupid joke
in the book.
Eventually she stood up
and simply walked out the door.
The two guys looked at one another
ordered yet another round.
One looked at the other, saying,
"Jesus Christ dude, did you fart!"
"Fuck you, it wasn't me!"
The other one quickly replied.
It was just then it hit the two of them.
No matter how good a person looks,
Everyone's shit stinks.
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Having A Drink With The Old Man
John D. Robinson
I had left her in bed;
it was early morning
and we needed
a loaf of bread
By chance or by fate
or just plain bad luck
we met and he asked
“Do you fancy a drink?”
“Of course” I said
“Where?” he asked
“Your choice” I answered
We ended up on a
ferry crossing the
channel to Belgium
and for three days
and nights we stayed
drunk and crazy and
slept a few hours in
a bus depot and we
staggered into carnivals
and danced with
nuns and kissed the
hands of fat barmaids
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and then
3 days later
returned home
weak and fragile
and vulnerable
but my lady was angry
very angry
“You bastard! I’ve
been phoning hospitals
and police stations for
3 fucking days, I didn’t
know if you were
dead or alive!”
she screamed
“You’re a lousy
thoughtless beast
and you didn’t even
bring back a fucking
loaf of bread!”
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Japan, 2004
Johnny Scarlotti
I walk the beach
hit the bong (hhhwuhhbuhbubuhhbub)
wake and bake! Yeah!
on my way back from this sick party
(fucked two chicks!!!!!)
feeling great, really great
then I see a wave....oh my god, it’s so big!
woah, holy shit
tidal wave!
must be a few hundred feet
woahh
haha this is wow, crazy
but no problem, no problemo
it’s no big thing, no big deal, no biggie
I charge into the ocean
as the wave is rolling in
I dive into it
and swim right through
like a hot knife through butter
sucks for everyone else haha
treading water, I look back and see
the city get obliterated
I beat on my chest,
there’s only one Michael Phelps!
then I realize I'm in my mom's bathtub in California
it's 2018 my name is Johnny Scarlotti
I haven't had sex in 4 years haven't been to a party
in 5--no wait, that is untrue! untrue!
i'm Michael Fucking Phelps!!!!
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Art
Ben John Smith
Art is trying to use a burning
cream
To sooth a wound
You can’t see
A wound very close to where
You shit from
Art is the burn that the cream
Leaves when none of your
Ailments are soothed
Art is a very funny lie
You use to be insane.
To get away with what you can.
Art is a burning asshole.
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I Submit To The Magazines
Irvin Lee
I submit to the magazines,
and I do this with a smile
and sugar in my heart.
And I submit again
and they reject me.
Tell me that they’re
thankful for my time
but it’s just not what
they’re looking for right now.
Tell me that my poems
make their vaginas dry.
I submitted to the New Yorker;
I should be hearing back soon.
I bet their vaginas are drying up
too.
I bet the whole world is eating
their flax seeds and salmon now.
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A Good Dive with Personality is a Great Place to Be
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
Whoever said mercy is for the weak
never knew mercy
and Doug and I are sitting in this bar
along Garson
with the smashed-in jukebox
and it is getting dark outside
in that slow way leukemia sneaks
up on you
bags under the eyes
and piss warm
beer
and Doug announces rather loudly:
I LOVE THIS BAR!
The bartender stop ragging the glasses
and looks up at us.
I take one long swig
and agree:

A good dive with personality is a great place to be.
DAMN STRAIGHT!,
Doug clanks his glass to mine
emphatically.
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Hey, what’s that stupid word they use
for when rich people make a good thing bad?
Sex?,
I ask.
No, when they make all the cool places vanilla
and ship all the winos and whores out
so they can eat $14 olives.
Gentrification,
I say.
YEAH, THAT’S THE ONE!,
Doug hollers.
The bartender is glaring at us now.
I can tell he is about to gentrify the joint
out of the two noisy assholes sitting
in front of him.
A strange line keeps repeating itself
in my brain:
the devil smokes meat, then he says drats
the devil smokes meat, then he says drats
the devil smokes meat, then he says drats
the devil smokes meat, then he says drats
just like that
over and over again.
I do not share because sharing is not
always a good thing.
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Give someone hepatitis
and they will not be pleased
that you shared.

YOU THINK LUDMILLA MISSES ME?,
Doug yells.
Do you miss her?,
I ask.
NOT ONE BIT!,
he hollers
so that everyone in a
five mile radius knows
he sniffs her stolen knickers
when no one is around.
That’s it, the bartender says,
I’m 86ing the both of you
right now!
YOU CAN TRY!,
Doug yells.
The bartender reaches under the bar
pulls out a green baseball bat
and knocks it against the top
of the bar.
I get up to leave.
Doug rushes past me out
the door.
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It’s true, I think to myself,
all the good joints are gone
and most the good people
too.
Halfway up the stairs
I stop to pick up a dime.
It is glued to the pavement.
I have been tricked again.
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The Internet
Arthur Graham
...is really only
good for like
two or maybe
three things:
Meeting women,
meeting women,
and publishing
really bad
poetry.
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...and all the rest!
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Contemporary Poetry
Michael Marrotti
It’s a digital
playground
of unworthy
abstract
artists
Desperate
smiles and
poetry that
owns no merit
Who can write
in volume
the most
forgettable
amount of
poems
It’s a race
to be first
and nobody
is watching
The audience is
the competition
Both are stuck
on the same
stupid
stanza
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Write your boring
little heart out
Write like you
actually have
something to say
If your writing
meets the standards
of contemporary
poetry
You’ll be awarded
a friend request
on Facebook
by some other
guy with an
equally small penis
waiting to praise
your boring poetry
in the hopes that
you’ll do the same
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tough guy poets knitting circle
John Grochalski
it’s always the feminists
that give them shit for being honest
those feminazis with their hairy pits and unshaved
legs
who don’t understand their place in this literary
patriarchy
they just don’t understand what these
white male poets are trying to achieve
so they bitch about the feminists online
complain and gripe about the women ganging up on
them
in their very own tough guy poets knitting circle
one claims he’s too edgy for the masses
no one gets him because he’s so raw
if only bukowski would rise from the dead
anoint him and set all of these bitches straight
another tough guy poet is mad
because those fucking feminists
didn’t like his rape poem
the one that was about this girl but really wasn’t
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because he changed her name from jess to jane
even though the rest of it he took verbatim from her
blog
another one continues to hate the MFA poets
he’s hated those effete bastards for years
it’s agreed amongst the knitting circle
that the MFA poets suck
that they’re as bad as the angry women poets
those fucking feminazis!
i’m a dish washer, one tough guy poet writes
so everything i put down on paper is authentic and
real
fuck that, another misunderstood wordslinger posts
i drive a truck, so that makes me the chosen one
yeah, well, i worked in the warehouses, another
chimes in
that is, until i got my cushy librarian job
but i’ll still take any fucker in a bar
fucking feminazis, they all write
lest they forget the purpose of this little gathering of
brilliance
occasionally a woman poet will chime in
usually it’s something about how those feminazis
are giving them all a bad name
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real women aren’t like that, those enchantresses
write
the tough guy poets knitting circle revel in those
comments
it proves their point entirely
people are just so easily offended
everyone is so PC these days
the rape poem was a joke, the one poet says
a commentary on the way the world works
how could she not see it that way?
and that poem about my ex-girlfriend’s smelly
snatch
man, that was just me saying shit for my art
no one gets art anymore, they agree
only the tough guy poets knitting circle
understand what it takes to make great art
because they are all so edgy and raw
and gut-wrenching and direct
only they can appreciate the appetites of jackson
pollock
who killed art? they ask amongst themselves
it must be the feminists
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those feminazis who are giving true women a bad
name
it always comes back to them
with their ancient gloria steinem bullshit
with their scratched ani difranco cds and butch
tattoos
with their small tits and penis envy
with their aggressive and pushy personalities
with their inability to take a joke
those feminists simply don’t know how penetrating
and genuine
the tough guy poets knitting circle is
because they can’t see beyond their own anti-male
agenda
those tongue-pierced cretins who never understood
hemingway
those plain-faced haters who never understood
saint bukowski
who hate all men
who are all secretly lesbians
those traitorous cunts who just want to turn and
fuck
the tough guys wives and girlfriends behind their
backs
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while the real men are off writing poems
about how hard it is these days
being a visceral tough guy poet
the accusers and the victims
in a gender-wide conspiracy butthurt
pawns in world that fails to see them
as true masters of the universe
bathed in all the brilliant white light
of pure genius.
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345 am
Karina Bush
The world is dead
But for those who are passing over
And the babes arriving
For they come and go in these hours
And us
With our candles
With your cigarettes
With our fire
Keeping the world burning
So the bores can wake and do their thing
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Say you will remember me
Ben John Smith
I always wrote poems
But I never told anyone
That I wrote poems
But one time when I was
11 I drank half my mum's
Bottle of port while I babysat
My baby sister
And I told the hot chick who
Lived next door to me
That I wrote poems
And showed her my note pad
Of love poems
Because I wanted her to
fall in love with me but she
Just comforted me and
Said her boyfriend
Wrote poems too
But he was strung out
On heroin and I was just an
11 year old kid
Drunk on port
Listening to Micheal Jackson
And Paul McCartney records
He could have kicked my ass
If he knew I was hitting on his
Woman but he got jumped
By some wog kids
At a playground near my house
And they cut him up pretty bad
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And poetry never got
Me laid
But it has always ever
Since made me feel
Like a little kid
In a world full of
Real motherfuckers
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Talking to Myself in Public
James D. Casey IV
I once was lost
But met someone that
Showed me the right path
Even if it was left
A thought provoking madman
That lived under a tree
With an antisocial fragrance
Day drinker blues and
A walking stick
Made of old stale bread
He muttered words
That smelled bad
Behind a candy corn smile
In between sipping
On broken dream gumbo
And thick black death coffee
While pointing the way
With nicotine stained fingers
Twisted and gnarled by time
I made friends with the bird
That lived in his beard
A talkative little fellow
With better breath
I thanked them for their time
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Shook both their hands
And I was on my way
With a completely different view
Of our evanescent world
When I finally made it home
I splashed my face with water
And looked into the mirror
Only to realize that man
Was me the whole time
Just talking to myself
In public
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Mercurial
Kerney Bee
And just like that,
she was gone.
I tried to paint my muse again,
but her patterns and melodies
melted away
from the top of my brain
and into all the creases
of my soul.
I had let go
for a moment,
carelessly perhaps,
but with all the love
a heart could hold.
Mine overflowed
and diluted her soul into
nothing more than a memory,
captured in poetry,
photographs,
guitar strums and
harmonica hums,
and the smell of cigarettes
in the air.
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3 Seconds to Anal
Aneka Brunssen
I’m listening to the only
Heartbeat left in the room,
Guiding the movement
Of the elitists, slithering to safety.
I’m just a piece of contentment
To a drifter in a tent
To a dead lion
In a czar’s living room
To a horny guru
Teaching bible studies.
The two lines in my vows to myself
A one liner about the tightness of my pussy
And a quote by some random
Philosopher, I once heard mention something trivial
Like “time is of the essence”.
I have four crumbs left
And I will eat them all
Because you called me on my bullshit
In 2001, when I wasn’t ready
To have my cherry popped
By a machine that
Hadn’t even been invented yet.
Tell me you think I’m pretty
And we go from “hello” to anal in 3 seconds.
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Poets
Gary Huggins
poets like to smoke dope
poets like to drink red wine and eat good cheese
as long as someone else pays the check
poets like to piss in lesser poets’ letter boxes
poets like to pretend they want to fuck each other
and then not fuck each other
poets like to fall in love with other poets
although almost always this is unrequited
poets like to pose suicidal
and then preach joie de vivre whilst
in the queue to receive benefits checks
or buying mints to cover the stench of coffee
and cigarettes
poets like to impress other poets
poets love themselves
poets hate themselves
poets like to circle jerk
poets like to take large doses of hallucinogens
and trip the f out man
poets are poets because they have
nothing better to do
poets are poets because they have too much to do
poets are poets because if you’re going to pick
one dead art it might as well be an easy one
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poets are poets because their prose
isn’t good enough
poets are poets because poetry helps
cure chronic masturbation
poets are poets because they want
to fuck and be fucked
but are never the former and always the later
in another less satisfying context
poets are stealing your jobs
poets are making moves on your
sons and daughters
poets are giving back alley abortions
poets are stealing pills from your
dying mother’s medical cabinet
poets stole your cat
poets broke into your house and ate
your children’s breakfast cereal
poets slaughtered your chickens
and stole their eggs
poets are compulsive liars
a poet is standing in your kitchen
pouring your falafel mix
all over your new lino flooring
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Death Joke
Andrea Jane Kato
And then she collapsed like a star. And then
he collapsed like twelve stars. And then she
was reborn as a mermaid. And then he
transformed into gases and rose into the
atmosphere and reached
out toward black oblivion as if it were his wife
and he was seeing her for the last time. And after
her scales sparkled and she drowned,
she dissolved into the water and then evaporated
into the clouds.
And then he remembered things
in bright bursts like the black stitches
across his face like little railroads
the large box of oranges he threw
at the girl running away, small puddles of ice cream
everywhere. And when
the sunlight struck her, burning through
her wetness, she spent days dying on repeat and
then coming back to life.
And then he became scared of these memories
and drifted off to sleep. And then when
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she came back from her multiple deaths,
she clawed onto a place in a dream with
luscious green everywhere, lovely rivers
running, five-story watermelons to run
in circles around. And in his sleep
he saw many pretty girls and these
many pretty girls danced for him,
like majestic trees swaying but then
all stop to vomit gold and jewels,
everything becomes like a kaleidoscope,
and he dies and goes to Heaven. And then
she got a chainsaw and carved a cave
into the watermelon to climb into and some
of the pink-red innards collapse and she
dies and goes to Heaven. And when in Heaven
he starts to sing like he never knew he could.
He starts to dance like gravity does not exist.
He starts to feel a boundless love for everything
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that he has never felt comfortable with before.
And there, in heaven with watermelon juice
still fresh and sticky all over her, she is
overwhelmed and starts to sob. And there in
Heaven she gets
sent elsewhere and she realizes that her existence
will consist of falling from the sky, puddling, and
evaporation, forever, doomed to be eternal rain.
And there, in Heaven, he realizes he is not in
Heaven at all,
he is at a rave.
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Help This Boy
G. Arthur Brown
Help this boy
He has just the one good arm
The other arm is an evil arm
Made out of rats and bats and weasels and sin
And AIDS and car crashes and wasps and broccoli
And burnt waffles and tar and hate and bad fathers
And sand spurs and dog whistles and little pieces of
Popcorn kernels that get stuck in your teeth
Help this boy
for this boy is you
Help this girl
She has just the one evil arm
The other arm is made of wintermint and pumpkin
spice
And kosher hotdogs and baby aspirin and the smell
of rain
Her dress is made out of hope and praying
And Applewood-smoked bacon
And her hair—well, her hair is
apricot orgasms mixed with a lazer beam
background
and a great dance beat
Dance with this girl until she cries.
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straight from cuba
J.J. Campbell
seek out the lord
in the piano bar
down the street
maybe in the
curves of the
beautiful woman
playing the bass
guitar
maybe the lord
is lining up on
the table in the
corner
or unzipping her
shirt a little as she
tries to make an
impossible combo
shot
seek out the lord
in a plume of cigar
smoke straight from
cuba
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the lord surely must
be in this glass of
whiskey
you have to be
a little drunk to
believe in a place
called heaven
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The Green Flashlight
Glen Armstrong
I’m not so sure I get
all this hubbub about
a man becoming a woman.
We crave that.
We always have.
Uncle Mildred enters and the crowd goes wild.
Explain what makes
an eyelash “false.”
Consider the streets of Bangkok.
To illustrate my point, last basketball season,
the fellas and I would get together
after each game to try on makeup.
We would take turns wearing my mother’s
Japanese geisha robe in the dark and singing
“Lady Stardust” into the green flashlight.
It was a great way to unwind
after playing so
aggressively.
Some of us still pass around
the green flashlight
as needed.
Some of us glow green
from deep within.
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ridiculous male bravado
John Grochalski
boys
used to have these standoffs
in high school
someone would say something about the other
then plans were made for a fight somewhere
away from the school grounds
it was always big time
promoted like a heavyweight bout
….but nothing happened
we’d go to some undisclosed location
kept top secret from teachers or administrators
like a bus stop or the park
this usually happened on a friday afternoon
as if a fight would gear us all up for the weekend
the combatants would stand face to face
their people behind them shouting invective at each
other
they would just glare and try to look hard
maybe one pushed the other and the other pushed
back
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to tell the truth they looked scared
like they didn’t want to hurt anyone or get hurt
but were caught up in this ridiculous male bravado
told from fathers to televisions to the president
that this is what you had to do to survive
to seem tough
kill or be killed in america
it made sense that there were never any girls there
because they were off being told a different kind of
lie
the only people at these pseudo-boxing matches
that seemed to be geared up for a fight
were the ones who had nothing to lose
the ones who had no stake or chance of injury
the ones who stood flapping their gums
like red meat in the autumn breeze
because it was easy to be tough
when your skin wasn’t on the line
although america never taught us that
it was in good practice in our conflicts around the
world
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after about fifteen minutes of this sideshow
to the miserable, traumatic school week
all the hoopla began to die down
some boys remembered their weekends
some boys remembered they had buses to catch
some boys remembered their girlfriends waiting
for this to end
the fighters couldn’t remember
what they were mad about anyway
and one by one
people walked away from the stalled melee
pacifists anew
slinking back into our own
little internal dramas
of trying our best to live
these little high school lives.
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Corollary Ambulation
Benjamin Blake
Winter arrived
And the sun came out
Traipsed over suspension bridges
With hound at heel
And cigarette in hand
Mind’s a whirl
Of far off places and pretty girls
Of waking in strange rooms
Armed with books of poetry
And bad intentions
Soon enough
I’ll stroll up that gentle slope
And sit and share a drink
With that dead drunk
As the western sky
Burns a dull orange
And I sink into that sacred soil
Never to leave again
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Why I Write Poetry
Brice Mairro
because
when it comes
it comes like a mack truck
and i don’t have the strength
to plant my heels
firmly in the dirt
and slow it down
and i don’t want it to pass on by
so my only choice
is to stick out my thumb
jump in
and ride along
with this shady strung out
truck driver
until one of us
is ready to kill the other
because
when it comes
it comes like a great woman
and i’m usually and inconveniently drunk
so i ask her to dance
in a loud room
where maybe she won’t notice my slurring
and i wear my cologne thick
so maybe she won’t smell
the booze on my breath
and the dance never lasts long
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and usually
i end up taking a cab home
and usually
she goes her own separate way
but sometimes
she comes with me
and we spend the night together
tossed in madness and revelation
because
when it comes
it comes like shock therapy
and in the pain
the swelling of the temples
the shaking of the muscles
the boiling of blood cells
sometimes
there is a moment of strong breath
where some ghost escapes
and someone else sees it
and them and me
will always have that
even if i’m not all there
because
when it comes
it comes like a letter bomb
and i could just throw it away
never open it
and the truth is
if i did that
i would be fine
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but time and again
i play russian roulette
i do what’s worst for me
i open the letter
i inhale the toxins
i remind myself
that i am not god
and i am reasonably sure
that god would not be who they are
if any of us
were ever considerate enough
to give them a choice
in the matter
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Definition
Aneka Brunssen
the line has been crossed
the wall was erected
as soon as I transcended
words like “transcendence”
and as I’m watching
the minstrel show
waiting for the punchline
just to criticize its potency
I’m wondering if I should have
kept squatting in the old factory.
because
back when we tagged dicks
on cop cars
I felt I had a purpose.
now I’m drowning in
meaningless descriptions
and intellectual conceit.
give me back my
teddy bear
my dildo
and my pocket knife.
definition is adulthood is a trap.
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Angel Dancing
Marc Carver
The woman came up to me at the party
at which I did not have a ticket
She asked me who I was
asked if I was in insurance
no I could never do that I tell her
as I held her hand she said
you walk up and down here not talking to anybody
as if you were an angel.
And for a second I really thought
it could be possible
she asked for her hand back shortly after that
then I started to dance and the night really took off
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Relationship Calculus
Jessie Bushman
I met her at a party,
chatting casually over cocktails,
trudging through the strain
of strangers sharing the same space
by cycling through canned questions:
Where are you from?
What do you do?
I see her face flinch
when I tell her I teach poetry.
I see the sympathy seeping
from her eyes
as the remnants of the tenuous connection
that was forming dies.

I always preferred math
She explains, curtly.
The way the numbers lined up
in neat rows to march to
rigidly right answers.
Oh God, I want to scream,
believe me, I know!
Calculations are incredibly comforting,
like a blanket of confidence
blocking out cold confusion.
And if it weren’t such an intrusion,
I would ask her to tell me:
if I add up all of my mistakes-every neglectful night you spent alone
with me by your side,
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every compliment I never gave,
every ignored plea for attention,
every game we never played-and I subtract every misstep you made,
could she calculate who was to blame
for this mangled marriage?
If I had known her for a fraction
longer than this five-minute farce,
I would have asked her to figure for me:
exactly how many three-hour arguments
raised to the power of cunt
= leave
and how many hot meals,
small favors,
and belly laughs
from inside jokes
only you understand
= stay
If I didn’t notice her eyes
seeing everything but me,
her mind searching for
the just-right reason to leave,
I would have asked her:
How many months of
you-not-leaving-the-couch
should I add
to those degrading diatribes
you dutifully deliver
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enumerating my every
deficiency, before I
have to factor in
keeping-the-family-together?
As she slipped away from
the conversation
we weren’t even having,
I begged the back of her head
to just tell me:
If, as you say,
I took someone precious
and broke them-not out of malice,
but because my young heart
was careless-how long should I spend
cleaning up my mess?

Believe me, I want to tell
every engineer who side-eyes
the e.e. cummings I idolize,
I would trade every poem on Earth
for the ability to solve for why.
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music videos are fun to watch at night
Omar Alexandre
there’s something filthy about me
that makes you reluctant to dance
and there’s something pure about you
that makes me want to corrupt
i fucking despise everything about you
and you probably don’t like me too much either
you wake up smiling at the possibilities
knowing it’s all been laid out for you
i killed a man yesterday
just for mentioning your name
and mailed you an envelope
with a small piece of his heart inside
you thought it was pretentious
and sent it back my way with a bloody tampon
i knew then it was true love
so i went to the graveyard
and secured a spot overlooking the street
in case we bore each other
when our bodies are placed in the ground
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Dinosaurs Too
David Boski
you used to download porn on LimeWire
using a dial up internet connection,
watch wrestling when the WWE was still the WWF,
use a Zenith VCR to record movies
off of your gigantic television set,
own a Walkman and after that a Discman;
there are kids out there who have forgotten more
about technology than you have ever known,
you get tired for no reason,
your hangovers are much worse now,
it takes you longer to piss,
and you have grey’s in your pubic hair;
you can’t get up without having a cup of coffee
or two or three,
sometimes your back hurts
and
according to WebMD
you’re completely fucked;
plus,
you’re old enough to be
a father -to a teenager,
and one time a woman
at a bar replied
‘wow that’s old’
after you told her your age
but that’s ok;
cause one day
she’ll be a fucking
dinosaur too.
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Interview with a Poet
Mather Schneider
He begs his host and the audience
to be so gracious as to forgive him
because he's “rather hung-over”
from staying up all night reading Nietzsche
and drinking Maker's Mark
and hasn't had the fortune
of nipping off to the cappuccino stand yet.
Plus he's “positively exhausted”
from his two month reading tour
and needs to take a break
and let the
“well fill up.”
A font of incomparable input
we sup it up like burros
in a cultural desert:
he tells us if you don’t want to take the bus
on your reading tour
you can always take the train
or you could fly in an airplane
or drive in a car
and if you want to save money on food
it is best to eat in cheap restaurants
rather than expensive ones
(although occasionally it's nice to splurge).
He tells us the best way to get “free in your mind”
is to stop worrying about money
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and it is assumed the subject
of how his bills are paid
is either a matter of mystical serendipity
a rich woman
or a government check each month.
When he's not cutting poems
“to the bone”
he does fantasy football
supports angry women on social media
buys new headphones
alerts the populace to the presence
of Tom Waits and this strange new music
called the blues
acts as curator of newsboy caps
and guidance counselor
for hipsters.
He tells us his “ironclad character”
was “arduously attained”
and it took him “years of suffering”
to find his “voice”
which is odd because he's 26
and sounds like every other stoner
who ever rode a pony in the small press parade.
His fourth “full length” is coming out soon.
He has a “primary publisher” but he writes so
“feverishly”
that he is obliged to occasionally “let”
other people publish his work.
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He mentions 38 poets by name and then reiterates
how he detests name-dropping and groups
MFA programs too
well maybe not DETESTS because not ALL groups
are bad
a poet needs to have a community
“To generalize is to be an idiot”
and hate is simply not a word
in his vocabulary
suffice it to say he is on
the fence
when it comes to groups and MFA programs
while the evidence is still being tallied.
He reminds us that poetry
is something one must do in isolation
with a pen
or a typewriter
or a computer
or a magic marker
or a stick in the sand
he himself has written poems in the margins
of sky-mall magazines
and on cocktail napkins
which proves a poet will write
because a poet must write,
period.
He advises youngsters to get back to nature
but not the roses and trees and deer and waterfalls
kind of nature
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in other words, “write what you don't know”
except sometimes it is also good to
“write what you know.”
His most recent book opens
with a Whitman quote
and if you don't know who Whitman is well
then you're still shitting yellow
in mama's wam-wam.
He tells us it is best to eventually get down
to prose writing
because the world just doesn't take poets seriously
due to the fact that civilization has been in decay
since the time of Bukowski
and perhaps even a bit before that.
He says he thinks it is important to
“keep literature dangerous”
and to illustrate this he explains that one of his
chapbooks
is bound with birch bark
and stitched with tea-bag strings.
In closing
if you have even “the remotest interest
in modern literature”
you will not miss his latest collection
though what it's called
I can't for the life of me remember—
something with “blood” in it.
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romance
Mela Blust
hard fingers where the pale meets the pink
dirty mouth hunger dripping drink
savor sweet sanguine soaking hole
suck me honey i wont tell a soul
hammer hard pavement meets the dirt
tell me why the boys they always hurt
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She’s a Banshee Not an Artist
Mendes Biondo
a dude told me about her
an artist living and working
in the basement of her own house
a dusty place full of art and books
stinky like a witches' brew
she was wearing a long grey dress
a swollen belly under flat breasts
her skin was birch bark
you’ve gotta love
banshee mama
her white fingers
her grey hair
she knows about life
she told you
hell’s a cold place son
this is a town for zombies
a graveyard for artists
I fell down in her basement
with two dogs barking
at my steps
I come from a far place
she said
hair flowing in the air
eyes glowing when you say to her
I know something about hell
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the dude who brought you there
has no idea of what is happening
devils playing with his mind
he has seen pieces of embalmed tigers
rabbit’s paws
little voodoo demons
skulls
painkillers on the floor
pumas with their shining claws
roaring from a painting
in the meanwhile I danced with a succubus
a fairy coming from another dimension
her evil dogs were playing their violins
and the hurdy gurdy of the world turned around
for another gig
the heck’ bro
it was a real mess that place
I would not have had sex with that witch
for nothing at all
said the dude once the Sabbath
was ended
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Lucky Us
Scott Laudati
i knew love once.
it was back before
my first execution,
before the hounds were released
and the hunt was easy for fresh blood.
back when i lay on my floor and
pictured a wild west
and if my mom asked me what i was doing
i’d say “listening to music.”
and she smiled at the simple world
that once spun so slow
an old record could
take up whole nights.
but not now.
not since i opened and closed
and forgot to buy postcards in
Havana and Minneapolis.
and if i promised to let people know
i was still alive
i didn’t remember or worry
because somewhere along the way I realized
no one really cares.
and the girls didn’t need
a prince on a horse
by the time they were ready to kiss
their fathers goodbye.
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they just wanted what was there
and if it hadn’t gotten drunk and beaten them yet
it was worth saving.
inventing a history is easier than thinking about
what might have been.
no one needs love anyway
a new show premiers every night at 8.
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Why Would You Like to Work For Our Company?
Martin Appleby
Well,
It is all down to the fact that I have
a constant, pressing need
to pay my rent and bills
and to eat a decent meal every night
and ideally have enough spare cash
to buy the odd book
or go to a gig
or even take the occasional holiday
and once in a while
(All too often if I am being honest)
get absolutely shit faced
and maybe even
buy some recreational drugs
(which, as I am sure you’re aware, are not cheap)
You see
I have no real desire
to work for your company in particular
but the capitalist society that we live in
dictates that I give away
a certain amount of my time
in exchange for monetary remuneration
and your company
seems as good as any other
But that probably wasn’t
the answer you were looking for
was it?
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bring out the fine china
Omar Alexandre
it felt nice seeing old
friends happily
disappearing into a beautifully
constructed nightmare
meanwhile back in your place
for the fifth time this month
i fell asleep
laughing hysterically while
the room was on fire
it all happened so fast
you slipped my hand
under your dress
and i gave you access
to my netflix account
you were fucking beautiful
until you weren’t
you’d always say
there’s no love
when we drink too much
when we dream
too little
when all we seem to do is fuck
in public
bathrooms
and text each other pink
heart emojis
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The Destruction of America Happens on a Saturday
Megan Alyse
All the washing machines, in America, explode
on a Saturday at 12pm. Laundry day, ruined.
The wives must buy their husbands new underwear
and husbands must buy their wives new dresses.
Children go sockless in their sneakers.
You hoarded all the clean underwear in the house.
You wore that skirt you’d never wear.
Neighbors helped neighbors pull buttons from the
walls.
There were only two casualties: Old Whiskers
who would lie on the Spencer’s machine
to feel the heat and Marjorie,
who liked to stand atop her washing machine,
on bulky-cycle, doing yoga. She said it was good
for her thighs. Everyone is left
with soapy holes in the walls
and scraps of wet cotton, rayon, and jeans.
On Monday, people wear bathing suits,
sarongs, and their church slacks to work.
With time, clothes become disposable,
made of decomposable paper.
Unfortunate
when it rains. Dryers, drying nothing,
are end tables. Now,
there are no space capsules for young kids
to stick their dogs into.
Sears says it’s feminism.
Maytag blames the Russians.
Christians say, the nudists. Entropy ensues.
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National Guardsmen carry metal carcasses
from people’s homes.
Red Cross begins making shirts
out of plastic bags and then, naturally,
the fashion industry collapses.
China cuts trade deals, textiles are now irrelevant
and plastic is no longer a problem.
Neither are nipples in public.
The media melts down
because there is nothing left to sell.
You begin to forget what it was like
to have socks on your feet.
You forget what soft cotton feels like on your skin.
People put money in their mattresses.
You’re left with rusty water stains on the wall,
left wondering what was holding it all together
to begin with.
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boycott you
John Grochalski
in his bitter end
jack kerouac became a racist
and an anti-semite
he went on tv and blamed his jewish friends
for everything
the same can be said for eliot, wagner
degas and crazy ol’ ezra pound
picasso drove two women to madness
two others killed themselves over him
and ernie hemingway pushed through four wives
and two fucked up sons
before he finally took a bullet to his head over
breakfast
on video i’ve watched bukowski kick his wife off a
couch
over and over and over again
in a fit of drunken jealous rage
while norman mailer tried to kill his wife
hell, caravaggio and ben jonson actually did kill
people
villon and genet were thieves
and rimbaud ended up nothing but a smuggler
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nabokov wrote lolita and lord byron fucked his halfsister
of course flaubert paid to fuck little boys
dickens, the immortal Charles dickens
for all of his philanthropic work
chuck had a taste for the whores
just like vincent van gogh
and those are just the men, ladies and gentlemen
let’s not even get started about what virginia woolf
put leonard through before
she took a pocketful of rocks to the river
the point is for all of their blemishes, heinous words
or despicable acts
i wouldn’t give one of them back to this slush pile
life
i’d rather their art over their good conscience
and citizenship any day
because some of them have given me more light
and life
than my family or the closest of friends
so to you people boycotting this artist and that
over their personal views
orson scott card or whoever you trolls have lined up
next
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someone who’s views aren’t yours
or aren’t the fashion of the day
do me a favor and sit down and try to sweat out
thirty novels in as many years
or a handful of operas
a symphony or another wasteland
hell, try to write out your grocery lists
do something other than pounding out your inane
uneducated opinions behind the safe mercy of
internet anonymity
your dull bullshit in 140 characters or less
and then we’ll talk
about who’s boycotting who
you motherfuckers.
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www.horrorsleazetrash.com
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